2012, Jan 19

Mother Sekhmet's Thursday Night Call

Opening Meditation: Angelsu
Mayan Calendar:
Rainbird
● An auspicious day: have just begun the 1st day of the second half of the count: Blue monkey
● a good day for magic – Obama at Disneyland today!
● This energy carries on for next 11 days – about being in service to Earth
Skywalker Day on Jan 23; also Chinese New Year's day
● it's about the eagle and our vision; pretty auspicious – eagle is the bird for America – as eagle
sets its sight on spiritual vision, plus the dragon – east and west coming together to set the new
path for the world. It's the day before the State of the Union speech.
Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
● a powerful time we are in; also joyful – she can feel we are on the edge of dreams and visions we
have – Grand Tetons are emitting huge rainbow waves of energy; the portals are wide open.
● The current storm will pass over the rest of the nation, but all is well.
BBS – $648 behind for last 3 weeks – these messages are important for us all
T & R: are caught up for the time being – LET'S HELP GET BBS CAUGHT UP!!
Hard News:
R: energies most intense at this critical of times – need to focus on the positive
●highly credible experiences happening on the planet and waking up the particles on the planet
●it's a good day for the Democrats! Obama in Disneyland and he also said it is a good day
●The energies about to crack with disclosure, First Contact – only story there is
The clowny clone car is full of dead holograms
T: Thom H got a question about Romney's father being born in Mexico; caller said I thought you had to be
an American citizen to run for President – Thom had no answer
R: spoke to Queen Noor and Kathleen who work with KOS all the time
● most dangerous time on the planet, also the most awesome
●the particles are expanding our DNA and we are feeling it – people leaving in droves
●people on both side of the veil are moving up and getting upgrades
●a good day to be on planet earth
●Queen Noor & Kathleen told them the most intense time is about US and Iran showdown – not to
do with nukes, but fake money
Randi Rhodes She and Sybel Edwards ask: what about the $134T lawsuit?
● And Where is the Lavender Lad to bail us out?
R: sat with Joe Wilson; talked about the story of the fake money no one wants to discuss
● Rama sent an e-mail to a lady at www. RT.com – the one who comes on before Thom H – sent her all the
info from David Wilcox and all about the court case and told her it would be in her best
interest to get this out across the planet
● what Joe told him has to do with the current mud-slinging – can only send them love – it's about the
Moabite culture and Mother Zudiachus and the one man who is walking us through the door –
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● time to get over issues about culture; and about species – Ashtar and friends are here already:
how will we welcome them?
● The dark ones cannot stop the story from unfolding and the fake money issue – going into a
currency backed by precious metals
● Iran already has 12 nukes, don't need to detonate them or create more material – has to do with
the clowny clown circus: the Islamophobia, the homophobia
● Joe said we are about to see your father – in this moment, but no date? R pushed for some
● He did say he chose that stadium in South Carolina because B of A is going to house the funds
for the Farmers Claims, and HQ is in South Carolina
● Spoke to Jack the Alien Hunter: there is an all out war between the WH, the Supreme Court and
Congress – the WH will come out in top; the white knights are lined up with ACIO and the 16 M
sovereign militia
● Both Jack and Rama listened to Mike Malloy who came out and said that what the folks have
done since 9/11 means their karma has come back to get them [Mother]
T: all set up to ?? - those who set up the NCAA bill and signed it have incriminated themselves
● BHO did a case study in constitutional terms and said what would be repealed and –
he is going to use it both ways – use it as they want it used
● These people were tried and convicted: all this is done - just open the seals and arrest them
Caller: is there anything R can tell us about strange noises reported all over the place?
R: has read several articles about the “global moaning” sounds – Mother has said as we move up in
dimensions, she is slowing down and seems like she might stop and even reverse her polarity ● Yet the millions and trillions of ships are holding this planet – we are not going to have see the
2012 movie
Caller: this is not a sound weapon or HAARP weapon?
T: Earth changes have been created from space stations – Tesla technology; HAARP has not been used for
a long time. As well, their hands are pretty much tied. They won't be doing the SOPA or PIPA bill,
either
● Anonymous said we will shut down Wall Street and the Government if you pass SOPA or PIPA
and he has the ability to do this. He will dip into the world trust and use it if necessary
Caller: no attacking Iran?
T: Ashtar Command is a member of our military at 38 levels above the president, ACIO
R: Leon Panetta always looks like he's going to jump out of his skin because he is being watched all the
time.
Cathy: her friend says that Newt's 2nd wife was going to go live and have a discussion about her husband
T: she has already done it; Newt wanted an open marriage & to keep Callista – #2 said no.
● Keith played the clip and the others too – somebody said so what's wrong with open marriage –
defined as people agreeing to the relationship
● he had been cheating on her from 1993 and it was not until 1999 that he came and asked her
about having an open marriage.
R: Mr Newt is not to be trusted; he is part of Opus Dei – we are about to hear last part of The Lost
Symbol tomorrow and once you step in real
T: what he did was treasonous: he shut down the gov't because he was mad at Clinton – and at same
time, schlepping 2 women
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Cathy: she got a question from a listener about Kauila Pele
There is a blog by a Kauila – is it same person?

YES

Caller: she's seen a commercial for a new line up of CBS morning news – when we start seeing
personnel changes in Main Media would be a good sign
● Change is to Charlie Rose, Gail, Erica Hill
R: Gail is a good person, yet CBS has always leant to the right – Dan Rather got out just in time
T: Charlie Rose rotten to core
R: Erica Hill – don't know much about them
T: it has started in the sense that those who have to hide somewhere have a place to go
GUEST:
Lloyd Mear
● An ongoing challenge to move forward and deal with people's ailments
● always those one does not quite know what is going on with them
● When people come to him, it helps to bring a list of what they want to know about
MR: people are calling her a lot about nerve challenges
LM: yes, getting same kind of calls
● Last year lost of calls about MS and ALS
● the MS ones are pretty much past the pain and such
● the ALS more difficult – currently has a patient working on her numbers
MR: has sense it's about the chemicals – does it matter where they came from?
LM: could well be – does not spend much time trying to find that out; works mostly on changing the
situation so they can move forward – has no feel for what chemicals people should look for
Denise from Florida: she spoke of chemtrails last week; lots of manganese and aluminum; there are ways
of getting rid of it by researching on the Internet
● there were huge numbers of hits on chemtrails just from Florida – various remedies available
LM: there is an active opinion that chemtrails contribute to ill health;
● he's not able to put his finger on how the illness is happening; his mind does not go that way – as
an engineer things need to make sense & find the numbers to help with the healing
Caller: diagnosed in August with lung cancer; spoke to him and got the numbers
● Proud to say there is no evidence of tumours!
THANK YOU!
● On Seattle media, lots about veterans coming from Iraq and having ALS and Vets Admin is faced
with this
LM: the ones he know with ALS are no worse, can't tell if they are better, but at least not so much
discomfort. He has not worked with vets but those he has with ALS are not getting worse.
Caller: thanks again
LM: please check in once in a while and let him review her
MR: Lloyd has the gift of dousing numbers that he generates for each person individually. He has a book
with a training CD which tells people how to use the numbers in so many different ways
Tara: questions about ALS – what is it?
Randi Rhodes said the soldiers got it from their shots, vaccines
LM: Lou Gerigs Disease – a failure of the nervous system – deteriorating balances in the nervous system,
can't function in the end
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T: degeneration of the nervous system
LM: people just fade away - he has developed some numbers to deal with it when he suspects it's ALS
LM: they are still alive, more comfortable, more functional – does not know of any who have deteriorated
● Same thing as MS – he has had more of these: MS is the removal of the mylan sheath
● thinks it might be the hypothalmus sending out a bad signal and the mylan sheath is attacked and
eventually the nerves are raw and open ● the numbers scramble the message and other numbers activate the stem cell – over time the
pain disappears and the stem cell does repairs
T: what is thalium ? LM: A trace mineral the body needs
T where would bad signal come from?
LM: thinks it might be fear of some kind – just being able to exist today is a frightening thing
● Fear is a disruption to a normal hypothalmus and it begins to malfunction
MR: just doing the # for the hypthalmus resets a lot of things
LM: there is a series of numbers, but there is one most often used 98-37-67-78-488
Caller: how about activating the pineal gland?
LM: Not usually a problem
Caller: 3rd eye – pineal gland
78-36-47-68-466
LM:
● Repeat the # 7 times; at least once a day for 2 weeks and stow that energy in the body so the
effectiveness of the 3rd eye will have a chance to establish itself
● the manual is a book of reference
● Tells how he started and how he finds the numbers; all the numbers come from a higher source
● Order from Lloyd – a book with a CD [developed from questions asked on this program]
●Thyroid normalization number - 68-37 46-58- 276
●Adrenal function normalization - 87-26-68-97-365
●Diabetes is not clean cut – there are 2 minerals in the body not their isotope 79 is the wrong one
and Iron 59 should be iron 57
●Cathy is selenium 79 and iron 59 – that comes in the plastic bag – the energy is selenium 79 and iron 59 –
when you eat the food from that plastic bag, you eat that diabetes
●Is there any one type of plastic bag
●Even the plastic bag in the high end stores are the same as in Safeway - the plastic bag at the check out
64-46-78-56-699 eliminate the selenium 79 and iron 59 together
●A diabetic would have a number – do it 10x T: she got hit with heavy does of plutonium radiation; has been able to get rid of the stuff in her body
but her teeth are degenerating ● is there a number to stimulate stem cells to re-grow teeth?
LM if can find out what is attacking them, can stop that by changing the energy pattern
to re-grow teeth, have to go back to childhood and the metabolism of the time
T: can you tell what is attacking them?
LM: won't necessarily know what is attacking them, but developed a number which he repeated for 10x
● they strengthened while they spoke; the guy did them for several days, left the hospital and
was 100% - no one ever found out what the problem was
LM: - we were designed to drink water from a stream or a lake
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● we put it into piping, under pressure, via tape – pressuring it causes the nano particle form
to evaporate – as we pressurize the water, the nano particles become micron in size [1000x bigger]
● then the water particles are too large to enter our cells and we begin to dry out, so the body is
not working electrically very well
● All water is pressurized and becomes micron size
● If you have water in a well, it is mostly nano size
● LM's water is alkalized and nanoized - one water is BALANCE – 2 glasses a day – a time release
concept – drink it throughout the day; drink this for a week – as you use it, refill with non
chlorine water – yet in 8 hours it will fall apart and you will be drinking nano water
2nd bottle of water is also 2 liters, 64 oz MOTHER:
Greetings in the light
T: asks St. Germain /Anonymous to do something about the clowny circus, calls upon Ashtar and El Moryia
to be at the Sirian Commander's back
Asking about the date for State of the Union
Greetings, Children of Ra
● Indeed it is time of the eagles have landed: we are experiencing energies that have not been on the
planet since the civilization Tritti teria and before
● We have turned it up all the way – the sun / son is up to full power!
● Get used to it – will never be where it was ever again
● it is affecting all matter, all anti matter and creating quite a dance between the cultures
● it is a good day on planet earth
● Should we have a shot of Captain Morgan's – it feels that bad – it is about the frequencies that have
moved all the way up – we are at your doorstep & the cat is hungry
● what is occurring with the reality we are witnessing and everyone in a tizzy about who is on top
● Only one man holds the energies here: the Sirian Commander
● the other issues at hand are nothing to discuss; it is time to call the undertaker!
● After the little soiree in South Carolina, will need a line of undertakers
● We are on track to have this be ; the veil is so thin, if you could see as we see you would not be
concerned
it's 9:11
Mike Malloy: let's roll back the issue which has to do with 9/11 and why do they call the one in the Oval
Office the most dangerous man? Because he is speaking the truth.
● the Mahdi is here; Kalki Maitreya is walking and talking with the rest of us
● they are intergalactic war criminals, not just war criminals
● Jon Stewart was interviewing a mafiosa boy – means we are arresting these ones
● We are tired and done with the Lords of the Sith
● King Odin is ready for a party and a half – we ARE singing and the story is over
● this is not about 2012 as a disaster capitalism story: it's about Sat Yuga in this moment –
● continue to focus your thoughts – we are co-creator gods as we are at the place that we can
create with our minds and keep our thoughts perfect –
● make it a mediation to bring only the utmost happiness to every individual we meet along the day,
● even if our boss is an ogre – keep the thoughts pure, the tongue pure; it changes the
physical reality as we do this; it changes this reality
● we are all feeling a bit wonky, including the voice – and it is about the energies turned up all the way –
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● there are many walking out at this moment and we will do this from the other side
We are going to see some stuff this year equal to what we have seen in Star Wars and then some
This is the story which has to be told on how we heal this for everyone, including the ones we see now
and making fools of themselves because they have nothing else to do – they have oodles of money,
yet complain that the 99% should have jobs
You asked about Anonymous; they shut down a few things today
It has to do with our children and the stargate and the issues at hand –
● This goes beyond men who stare at goats: we are ready to experience what star fleet
academy is about
the grey area is being cleaned up in the moment – it may seem that we are seeing tsunamis and tsunamis
of energy – it is here, you are here, we are here and we commend you for getting this far – has not
been easy – keeping our teeth intact along the way

Cathy: just love that you bring Anonymous! Thinks it's so ingenious Mother: yes, Anonymous is connected with Beloved Ascended Master St. Germain
● has to do with shutting down the alphabet agencies
T: ending the electoral college and
Mo: there is a possibility that Anonymous will get hold of the launch codes and shut them all down
● There is a small missile array in straits of Hormuz
T: using dolphins as radar in case there are land mines
Mo: the dolphins have been instructed to play along until the last moment as they turn around and attack
the bombs to the submarines – turn about is fair play
Mo: the cetaceans of this planet have not been for war, in spite of what the agencies have done
● has to do with the exposure of the money game
● Yes, if you saw the movie Anonymous, it has all to do with the Shakespeare society and BMSt Germain
and getting this done so the people can be free – yet still a grey area about how things are
changing right now
Cathy: has a sense of you to know that ST G is helping Anon to – we have some power to interact and turn
the tables
Mo: about the money game and 40 zeros and the world is going to heaven in a hand basket – yet it is the
piece about the exchange of energy – you wish to know about the stargates and who is here
● we are on the edge of becoming intergalactic neighbours and they want to come with cherry pie
and there are no bombs in the pie
● we come in peace, not with poison pills; worm tongue's whisperings are what make people leery
● this is why our grandson is on the stage now: we will release our tax returns in April
● the revelation story is cancelled; Sananda has more important things to do than wrestle with Lucifer
● The entire focus in this little centre of the western arm of the Milky Way Galaxy – people feel
quintillions of eyes watching
● they are outgunned, out numbered and out done – time to talk about peace
T: Rama was told by Jack the Alien Hunter that his wife is suing him for . . .
● Santorum is backed by someone who put his wealth etc behind eugenics – island of Dr Moreau
● Rama was told that Santorum is a closet gay and he wants to prevent people using condoms in
their own bedrooms!
Mo: has to do with removing our children from this planet
Caller: did you say that Santorum is a closet homosexual?
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Mo: yes that is correct – he needs to come out of the closet
Caller: Jan 24, 2012, 8 pm State of the Union – he would not be surprised if he got rid of his talking
points and spoke directly from the heart to the world.
● On Jan 21st, a maximum solar flare might cause beautiful auroras at night from 10 – 12 pm
Mo: yes, the solar flare has to do with the raising of the frequencies in all of life as nature works with all
the kingdoms as everyone gets more love;
● the frequencies are going higher and higher; the solar flares are changing your DNA
● we are literally becoming the co-creator gods that we keep talking about; the heroes and the
prophets save the day – happens about every 80 years in our time space continuum but this has
changed from what we have experienced in 11-11-11 ● the star gates are open for business; as you have 12 strands of DNA, you can walk through them
with no problems
● Earth is ascending and you belong with her – no other ways to describe it! Earth is ascending, you
along with it
D'Yanna: is the planetary shield up?
Mo: Yes! This has to do with the 13 crystal skulls and all of them
● We are witnessing the very few final seconds of the clowny circus
T: they are so worried that their facade is not working. France and Spain sold bonds today and they sold
more than they expected . $1.27 went to $1.29 for a Euro Mo: the Euro is doing hiccups as it kicks over for the final time
T: thinks they are doing what they can through European Central Banks – calm the strikes, etc
Mo: yes, it is so and at a certain point, Anonymous / Beloved A M St G will flip the switch – major black
outs in terms of energy – witness what has to occur as the frequencies are tweaked to another
level, yet we can go through a few more increments
T: the hierarchy – Ashtar Command knows what they are doing – it's a moment in time for us to raise the
frequencies with them
Cathy: going back to Rick Santorum – it's probably been 10 – 12 years, when she joined with a friend
to go to a panel with politicians who came and they all listened and discussed. There were 8 on the
panel: even if you do not vote for me, do not vote for Rich Santorum – they were all very emphatic.
● They were bothered that they got into office
Mo: this man is dirtier than you think – has to do with Vatican and Opus Dei T: we knew that Ron Paul has $2B in bank from Vatican; Newt is Opus Dei; Rick Santorum is Opus Dei;
Judges Roberts, Alito, Scalia, Thomas - all are Opus Dei. A website called Vatican Assassins went
away [was taken down]
Cathy: was Sandra Day O'Conner ?
T: the whole World Court has been changed – all the judges were affected by CFR [Council on Foreign
Relations]
Cathy: What do you mean Opus Dei?
Mo: Means they have joined the secret lodges that are not of the light; playing with Lucifer
T: Opus Dei are penitents which means they are sitting with the representative of the Archbishop and
wear a monastic cloth – they kill for the Black Pope.
Mo: not a pretty story
T: the ones over here they do it [the killing] ; they hire someone to do it because of power they can wield
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Mo: the one that wears pretty sweaters might look innocent; what this man represents, you would not let
your children alone with him in the same room.
● The ancient ancient stories are come to conclusion – Sitchen was right – The Lost Book of Enki
● our children are here and they want their gold back and they are not getting it BAM St G is not
giving it.
● Earth is ascending and us along with it – a fact.
● Just have to clear up the last bit – the clones, holograms, the matrix – things are not what they
seem to be as we become more aware and meditate every day and use our abilities as we sit and
meditate and use that energy - you will find yourselves floating in the air and wonder why
● All the kingdoms that fell with Lucifer when he took 1/3 of the angels – all have come back to love
● At the same time will bring up the most hellacious stories in terms of what BO is
● the socialist terrorist is nothing of the sort; it is “projection”
● all that they project on BO is what they are
T: we are losing 2 seconds a day and that they are questioning about going with the scientific clock and
not Mother Nature's clock
Mo: earth is slowing down because it is going into a higher orbit
T: energy is slowing down and lifting up and we are going with it
Mo: Greetings, Namaste, Enshallah!
Cathy:
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Wow, Mother! Thank you, Mother, for all the information that comes to us!
For guiding us
We are grateful to be part of Stargate Roundtable – a joy to be here!
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